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[57] ABSTRACT , , 

An anchor plate for fence post is provided having a 
sheet metal plate and U-shaped bracket which cooper 
atively interengage to mechanically couple with a 
fence post or the like. The plate is'formed with an ap 
erture into which the 'U-shaped bracket is positioned 
and form an open ended socket. When thusassem? 
bled, theplate'and bracket cooperatively engage an 
elongated post which hasbeen previously positioned 
in the ground and extends {through the open’ ended 
socket. ,When assembled with the post the plate and 
bracket are positionedvertically and driv‘eninto the 
ground to prevent and restrict lateral displacement of 
the post in resistin‘glforces applied laterally to the ‘post. 
The plate is formed with laterally offset marginal end 
portions to resist displacing forces in a direction nor 
mal to the plane of a plate. Providing a U-shaped 
bracket which cooperatively interfits with the plate, 
enables the plate to be utilized withtvarious sized 
posts through mere interchange of, the. brackets 
adapted for speci?c‘post sizes and con?gurations. 

l~7 Claims,x8 Drawing Figures 
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ANCHOR PLATE FOR FENCE POST 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The secure setting of fence posts in accordance with 
the prior art to effectively resist lateral forces applied 
to the upper portions of the post as well as maintain the 
post in substantially permanent ?xed relationship to the 
ground has eitherrequired that the post be set in a body 
of concrete or that a platelike member be attachedto. 
or inter?t with the post. Utilization of a poured con 
crete footing or base into which thepost is set'provides I 
a means for anchoring the post; however, this‘proce 
dure is relatively expensive anda concrete footing is 
very susceptible tobeing worked upwardly and ‘out of 
the ground through the action of alternate freezing and 
thawing during the winter. Excavation necessary for 
making a hole of sufficient size into which to pour the 

15 

concrete entails a substantial expenseinlabor and ‘ 

time, as well as a substantial expense in the concrete 
necessary for filling the hole. In the case of metal fence 
posts, such as the tubular pipe type or T-rail, it has been 

20 

the practice to utilize a platelike structure attached or ‘ 
mounted on the post and driven into the ground to 
maintain the post in an upright position against lateral 
forces. Whether the plate is initially attached to the 
post or is assembled therewith and driven into the 
ground as a second step, the plate must necessarily be 
positioned adjacent to the upper surface of the ground 
into which the post is set. The prior art type plates are 
relatively less expensive to install than the concrete set 
ting method, thereby warranting the use of the metal 
plate post anchors but these prior art type plates are 
smooth surfaced and offer little resistance to frost brav 
ing if they should be positioned on top of rocks buried 
in the ground. 

In view of the relative economy factors, various types 
of plates have been devised and an example of a sepa 
rate plate that is subsequently positioned on the post 
and driven into the ground is illustrated in US. Pat No. 
3,132,726, issued to Johnson on May 12, 1964. That 
patent illustrates a substantially planar sheet metal 
structure having a tubular socket formed in the struc 
ture as an intregral part thereof through which ‘the post 
extends. While a plate structure of this form presents 
a relatively effective surface area of substantially large 
extent it will be readily seen that a planar sheet does 
not offer any effective resistance to laterally displacing 
forces applied in a direction parallel to the surface of 
the plane of the sheet. Other relatively complex struc 
tures formed from sheet metal are known; however, 
these structures do not provide the necessary economy 
to permit widespread utilization and are in essence, of 
little more effect in resisting lateral forces than the 
plate disclosed in the Johnson patent. 
An obvious advantage and main reason for utilization 

of anchor plates of this nature is the relative ease and 
simplicity of utilization with a maximum degree of ef 
fectiveness. Since fences are normally constructed of 
substantial longitudinal extent, the plates are normally 
positioned to resist forces applied laterally to the direc 
tion of the fence. It will be readily seen that these pla 
nar type plates are relatively ineffective for situations 
where forces may be encountered that are applied in a 
direction aligned with the plane of and with the fence 
line. A further advantage of the separate plates is that 
they are simple to install by merely being slipped over 
the post and driven directly into the ground separately 
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2 
from the post. There is no requirement for excavation 
or expensive and complicated equipment for driving 
the plates into‘ the‘ ground. 

SUMMARY OF THIS INVENTION 

An anchor plate formed from a metal sheet is pro 
vided in accordance with this invention comprising two 
linter?tting components. These twoycomponents in 
clude a plate-like main body or metal sheet having a. 
central aperture into which a U-shaped bracket will in 
ter?t. A sheet metal plateand U-shaped bracket assem 
bled in inter?tting relationship are constructed and 
con?gured to form an open ended socketfor receiving 7 
a post which extends longitudinally relative to the 
plate. The terminal ends of ‘the bracket are formed with 
outwardly and laterally projecting lugs or ?anges which 
interengage with the surfaces of the plate and retain the 
bracket in assembled relationship [when arpost is coop 
eratively inserted through the socket. , 
Forming this structure in two components inaccor 

dance with this invention results in economy in the/fab 
rication of the apparatus and greater versatility in utili~ 
,zation thereof. While the same sized plate is'utilized 
with various diameters or sizes of posts, the U-shaped 
bracket, being independently formed, canbe config 
ured to speci?cally accommodate various sizes and 
cross-sectional shapes of posts. Accordingly, several 
different size or con?gured U-shaped brackets may be 
provided for utilization with the main plate without re 
quiring an inventory of a large number of the complete 
units to meet the requirements for any particular fence 
construction. The most common form of post which is 
utilized in most fence construction is the cylindrical, 
tubular type. However, the structure of this invention 
may be readily constructed to accommodate T-rails or 
H-beamed posts with mere adaptation of the U-shaped 
bracket that is inter?t with the plate. This permits a 
substantial reduction in fabrication costs as a single 
stamping die may be usedfor the plates while relatively 
less expensive dies may be utilized in stamping out the 
sheet metal brackets of the particular desired configu 
rations. 

Also, in accordance . with this invention, the main 
body plate is formed with laterally offset marginal end 
portions which aid inresisting lateral forces applied to 
the post in a direction aligned with the plane of the 
plate. These laterally offset portions need not be of the 
same surface area as the main body of the plate, since 
the forces that may be expected to be encountered in 
this direction are of substantially less in magnitude. 
Several elongated bead formations are integrally 
stamped into the plate to provide greater rigidity and 
permit bending of the plates at selected points. These 
bead conformations are also arranged to provide addi 
tional resistance to forces that normally cause the 
plates to work upwardly from the ground. 
These and other objects and advantages of this inven 

tion will be readily‘apparent from the following de 
tailed description of embodiments thereof and the ac 
companying drawings. ' 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING FIGURES 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an anchor plate em 
bodying this invention including a plate and inter?tting 
U-shaped bracket. 
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the bracket. 
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the ?anges 20 are not perpendicular to the plane of the 
plate 10. The ?anges may be oriented perpendicular to . 
the plane of the plate with the speci?c angle deter 
mined by particular circumstances or preference andit » 
will be understood that the closer the ?anges are ori-, 
ented normal to the plate, the less surface area there 
will be to resist lateral forces while there will be a 
greater surface area providing resistancetoforces ex 
erted in alignment with the plane of the plate 10. 
Greater rigidity of the ?anges 20 relativeto the plate. 
10 is obtained through formation of reinforcing beads 
21 formed at the juncture of the ?ange 20 and the plate 
10. These reinforcing beads 21 extend a distance later 
ally to either side of the juncture and are best formed ~ 
by die stamping of the conformations similar to the pre 
viously described reinforcing beads. 

IO 

15 

A modi?ed form of the sheet metal plate 10 isillus- ‘ 
trated in FIG. 5. This modified plate 10 is similarin all 
respects to that previously described in reference to, 
FIG. 1, except that the ?anges~20 at the opposed ends 
of the plate are oppositely‘ directed. Accordingly, the 
same reference numerals are applied to the same com 
ponents or elements. This opposite orientation of the 
?anges 20 does not provide any additional area over' 
that of the type shown in FIG. 1 to resistance of forces 
directed in the plane of the plate or transversely to the 
plane of the plate. 
An advantage of the oppositely directed ?anges 20 is 

shown in FIG. 4. As previously noted the anchor plate 
of this invention is designed to be positioned more 
closely adjacent to ?xed obstructions, such as side 
walks or driveways or similar type objects, than is possi 
ble with prior art structures. The construction of the 
plate 10 with the reinforcing beads 18 extending verti 
cally across the plate provides a further advantage in 
that the plate may be readily bent at that location to 
permit the post and plate to be even more closely posi 
tioned to the obstructing structure. This is readily seen 
in FIG. 4. This relatively close positioning of the post 
P and anchor plate is further facilitated where. the 
?anges 20 are oppositely directed. In the illustrative 
embodiments as shown in FIG. 4, the ?ange 20 at the 
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right side of the ?gure does not interfere with the posi' ~ 
tioning of the anchor plate in extremely close relation‘ 
ship to an adjoining sidewalk. This structure thus per- 7 
mits positioning of a post P in close proximity to the 
corner or an end wall which abuts the fence line. In 
FIG. 4 for purposes of illustration a corner portion of 
a sidewalk S is shown to better illustrate how the an 
chor plate of this invention enables the post to be 
closely positioned to both sides of the sidewalk. 
A further modi?cation of the invention is shown in 

FIG. 6. This modi?cation relates to the U-shaped 
bracket 1 1 and comprises the formation of at least one 
circumferentially extending bead 25 at the approxi 
mate midpoint of the channel form bracket. This head 
or rib 25 projects inwardly of the bracket 11 and thus 
reduces the open area or cross-sectional'area of the 
bracket. The function of the rib 25 is to adapt a stan 
dard size bracket 11 to accommodate a smaller .size 
post P. The illustrative bracket is provided withonly 
one such rib but it will be readily apparent that a pair 
of these ribs may be formed in the bracket in relatively 
spaced relationship providing additional bearing sur 
faces that better resist tilting of the anchor plate rela 
tive to the post. Providing a common sized bracket 11 
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with various sizes or depths or ribs 25 enables substan- I 

6 
tially the'same structure to be utilized with different 
sizes of posts P. It is contemplated that a stamping die 
for a standard size bracket may be selectively provided 
with rib forming inserts to minimize die costs. 
Two additional modifications of the bracket are illus 

trated in ‘FIGS. 7 and 8. In each of these two ?gures, a 
plate 10 of the, same construction as shown in FIG. 1 
is provided with respective U-shaped brackets 26 and 
27 having cross-sectional shapes speci?cally con?g 
ured for use with T-posts T and H-posts I-I respectively. 
A T-postT is positioned with the ?ange thereof dis 
posed against the surface of the plate and the web pro 
jecting laterally outward. This bracket 26 has a triangu~ 
lar cross-sectional shape with an apex 28 that receives 
the longitudinaledge of the post’s web thereby effec 
tively preventing rotational movement of the anchor 

' plate relative to the post. Bracket 27 shown in FIG. 8 
has a rectangular cross-sectional configuration‘ that 
conforms to the shape of the H post. One ?ange of the . 
post H is positioned against the surface of the plate 10 
while the other ?ange is spaced outwardly therefrom. 
The bracket 27 has three walls which form the rectan 
gularor square cross-sectional shape in cooperation 
with the plate 10 to receive the post and preventrela 
tive rotational movement. 

It will be readily apparent from the preceeding de 
tailed description of embodiments of an anchor plate 
fabricatedin. accordancewith this invention that a 
novel and advantageous structure is provided. Fabri 
cating the anchor plate into components that readily 
inter?t ‘facilitates fabrication and substantially in 
creases the versatility of the device. Forming the rigid 
sheet metal plate as an effectively planar structure with 
the laterally ‘offset ?anges enables the structure to be 
positioned inclose proximity to obstructions. Forma 
tion of the vertical reinforcing beads enables the plate 
to be readily bent at that location for even closer posi 
tioning to an obstruction. ‘ , 

' Having thus described this invention, what is claimed 
is: , 

1. An anchor plate for posts set in earth comprising 
a rigid sheet metal plate adapted to be driven edge 
wise intothe earth in a vertical plane ‘adjacent a 
side of a post and including a central area having 
an aperture formedtherein, said aperture having 
side edges spaced apart a distance commensurate 
with the diametrical dimension of a post disposed 
in longitudinal alignment therewith; and, 

a U-shaped bracket positionable in said aperture for 
encircling a post in cooperation with said plate, 
said bracket having’ spaced legs that extend, 
through said aperture when said bracket is assem 
bled withsaid plate and terminate in laterally out 
ward projecting ?anges which overlie respective 
surface portions of said plate adjacent said aper 
ture side edges. ‘ 

2. An anchor plate according to claim 1 wherein said 
sheet metal plate has longitudinally aligned channels 
formed therein at either end of said aperture intermedi 
ate said side edges,ysaid channels con?gured to inter?t 
with a post. ‘ 

3. An anchor plate according to claim 1 wherein said 
sheet metal plate‘is formed with at least one elongated 
bead projecting a distance from the surface of said 
plate and is disposed transversely to said aperture. 

4. An anchor plate acccording to claim 3 wherein 
~ said bead extends transversely across the central area 



of said plate in spaced'relationship toian‘end of said ‘yap-r 
ertrure. V 

5. An anchor plate according 

6. An anchor plate according to clairn I whereinsaid 

'to claim 4 having’ at 7 
~ least one other of said beads'forni‘ed thereinatcthe 'opy-f I 
‘posite end’ of said aperture. ' ' ' ' ' 
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7 said plate is forr'ned with zip-longitudinally‘disposed bead," ’ i r v 
qspaced'la'terally from a side edge of saidapei‘tu‘re and, 

plate is formedlwith atleast one flange projecting out ~ ' 

‘7'. An ‘anchor plate according‘to claim 6 wherein said 
plate is formed with asecond?ange at thefopposite side, 
ofsaid aperture? ' 

n 7 v8. An anchor plateaccording to claim 7~wlierrein both’ 1;? 
‘ V of said flanges projcct'outof the plane of saidjplate in ' 
V'the same‘jdirection. t I ' ' V' ' V V ‘ 

7 V 9. Ajnanchor plate aecorclingto clairn7 whereinsaid; _ I 
' ~ ?angesprojectout of the plane ofiysaid plate in opposite"? 

7 directions; ' , l ‘ ‘ ' ' ' ' ' 

V 'of the Vrplane‘of' said‘iplate and disposed’ in Iaterallyn 
spaced relationship to a side ,edgefofsaid aperture; , l ‘ 

10' a 

‘ '14‘.1An"anchor platejaccordingitolclairnul3‘whe‘réi‘nlll “ 

r ' said'br'acketi's'fornied‘with atleast onebead onithe int-Q ' 'ternal surface ‘thereofiliand iproject'ingxa distance‘iiné " I "ward'lytto reduce the open"cross-sectional,areav of'the 

V 15 V, V a ; r 

' 10.‘An anchor plate accordingrtorclaimyb wherein; 
I said flange is integrally ‘formed withsaid plate as a marrf 

I ‘ ginaljedge portion thereof and'said plate and flangeare {'17 
formed; with reinforcing beads extending‘ transversely“ 
across theljuncture therebetween. 1 I 

a II. An anchor platea'ccording-to claim ‘(wherein ‘ 

a 130 

78nd 

extending completely across said'plate. ‘ ‘ , t 

V (12.,Anehchor plate accordingito Claim 1‘l~~1wl1ereinL 1' ‘ 
Said platelis'formed with‘a" second longitudinallyldie'~~ V V ; 
posed bead spaced laterallyfronitl'ieopposite'sidejiedge f ,o ' 

aperture and extending completely across said». ‘ » 
fplatefi ‘ "' ' ~ ‘7 ' 

;13.‘;A'n‘anc 

of’ Said 

said U-shapedibracket is of elongated channel-form; 

channel. I‘ y. ' 

in "15.’,‘Anancnorplate iac'crordingltocleirri lSiWhV'erein ‘ ' ‘7 
saidU>slieped bracket"‘hz'wgfanv arcuately curved ‘ba's'e _ I ‘ 
channelportion cooperativelyinter?ttingwitha circus-Y l I‘ ~ 

lar'croissrsection-post. “ c' -‘ ~ 

; ~16,Ananchor;platewaccordingIto claim '13‘ wherein"; " ‘ 
‘said"Uéshepedi'bracketiisofftriangnlar cross-sectionq e , 

l7. ‘An/anchor :pl'ate'accordingito claimi'l‘3 wherein ‘ a 
V a said U-shaped, bracket is of‘rectangular‘cross-section, ' 

er plate iaccordlin'gto: claim '1 wherein - ~ ‘ 


